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Abstract

The US Department of Energy wilI present an update and review of its programs in aluminum and
magnesium for automotive and heavy-duty vehicle applications. While the main progams focused
on vehicle materials are in the Office of Tra.nsportation Technologies, comributing effom will be
described in the DOE Office of Industrial Technologies and the DOE Office of Energy Research.
The presentation will discuss materials for body/chassis and power tr~ and will highlight the

considerable synergy among the efforts. The bulk of the effort is on castings, sheet, and alloys with

a smaller focus on metal matrix composites. Cost reduction and energy savings are the overriding
themes of the programs.
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Fig. 1 Characteristic tlequencies in NSTX versus major radius. Fce is the electron cyclotron fkquency,
FUH is the upper hybrid frequency, and Fcl and Fc2 are the upper X-mode cutoff fi-equencies, respectively.

A new toroidal cotilguration, the spherical torus, & being investigated as an

alternate magnetic confinement concept. The first such device, START [4], has achieved

high densities with a modest toroidal magnetic field. Core densities of 3X1013 cm-3 are

routine and 10’4 cm-3 has been achieved with magnetic fields B$ = 0.2 - 0.6 T. Similar

conditions are expected for NSTX [5]. Such conditions translate into OJPJQC~>> 1. The

characteristic frequencies for NSTX are shown in Fig. 1. Note the plasma frequency is

larger than the first few electron cyclotron frequencies at every radius except near the

inner plasma edge. The cutoff for the extraordinary mode is even larger than the plasma

frequency. Therefore, at each radius of the NSTX plasma except near the inner plasma

edge, the plasma cannot support electromagnetic waves for the first five electron

cyclotron harmonics and electromagnetic radiation is not generated from these harmonics.
However, electron Berstein waves are generated and propagate in the plasma as will be
described later. Although very high harmonic electromagnetic radiation is accessible it is
fm from the blackbody condition necessary for the measurement of temperature or for

effective electron heating at microwave frequencies.

From the electrostatic dispersion relation for a collisionless hot plasma in Bekefi
[7] and Stix [8] one can easily calculate the real and imaginary wave number for this range

of frequencies:

Re [kP,P ] = (4/7c1’2)”3(QCJVT) (o#(m’ - (QC,- A QCJ2)1’3,

Im IXperp 1 = A nl’2 mP.2L?C.2/ Re [kP.,P2]V~3 ,



where AQC- = Qe V~2/c2 , VT is the electron thermal velocity, and A = F(co, Lice, T.)

and is defined in reference 6.

From these equations, the wave propagation can be calculated from Re [kwq]. For

m = OJW,the optical thickness, ~, can be calculated from Im [kWW] for various machines. .

For PLT, the optical thickness is on the order of 10,000. Interestingly enough the optical

thickness for NSTX is 3000. For NSTX, the entire plasma dkuneter is highly absorptive

to EB W, and the emission easily meets the blackbody condition for measuring electron

temperature, ~ >2. The plasmas of these machines should also be optically tiick for

second and third harmonic electron Berstein waves. The high absorptivity makes EBW

extremely attractive for electron cyclotron resonant heating and current drive on these

machines. Furthermore, the high absorptivity y for EB W permits any magnetized plasma

with an electron density, ~ 210’1 cm-3 and an electron temperature, T~ 2 1 eV to satisfy

the blackbody criterion. Therefore, many magnetized plasmas meet the blackbody

condition which allows EBW electron temperature diagnostic measurements, EBW

heating and current drive to be employed.

Simple accessibility arguments indicate that there are both direct and mode

conversion scenarios for accessing EBW emission from the electron cyclotron layer. The

characteristic frequencies for NSTX near the plasma edge in Fig. 3 indicate the possibility

of direct coupling with EBW. The coupling distance through the X-mode cutoff layers

(Fcl , Fc2) and upper hybrid layer is on the order of a few millimeters allowing for direct

coupling (evanescent) as is achieved with lower hybrid current drive with a slow wave
antenna. One major difference is the EB W is an X-mode (E perpendicular to B) while the

lower hybrid wave is an O-mode (E parallel to B). Direct coupling will require an antenna

that matches the Iow phase velocity of the electrostatic EBW similar to the coupling

scheme for lower hybrid waves. A multiple element antenna array is normally used to

create a low phase velocity k-spectrum for lower hybrid wave coupling by adjusting the

phase between the antenna elements [9]. However, electron temperature measurements

may not require a narrow bandwidth k-spectrum and thus, a two eIement antenna may be

sufficient for coupling to EBW. In the microwave range of frequencies waveguides are the

antenna elements. Direct coupIing would be favorable because the coupling efficiency

would not be very sensitive over the range of the electron cyclotron frequencies of

interest. To achieve efficient direct coupling the electric field fi-om the antenna has to

extend across the cutoffs and resonances shown in Fig. 3. This will require the antenna

placed close to the last closed flux surface where the plasma density n. 25 x 1011 cm-3.

Alternately, one mode conversion scenario has the EBW propagate to the upper hybrid

layer and mode convert to an electromagnetic X-mode which propagates out of the

plasma. This scenario has been studied by Bers [1O]. Another mode conversion scheme
has the EBW propagating to the upper hybrid layer, mode converting into an X-mode,

tunnel through the cutoff layer and mode converting to the O-mode at a turning point.
This last coupling scheme was successfully used to heat W7-X above the density limit for

the launched O-mode [11].

The optical thickness calculations indicate that EBW physics, and electron
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Fig. 2 Characteristic frequencies for NSTX near the edge major radius. Characteristic frequencies are within
a few millimeters of the plasma edge indicating the possibility of direct coupling of the EB W to an antenna
at the plasma edge.

temperature proof-of principle measurements can be studied on CDX-U. The CDX-U

plasma has an optical thickness = 300 and can be accessed with simple electromagnetic

and electrostatic antennas. The emission frequencies for CDX-U are below 20 GHz. A

heterodyne EBW radiometer is being installed on CDX-U. A successful program on

CDX-U will support the installation of a similar instrument on NSTX to measure the

electron temperature. This instrumentation would be used to study MHD and provide

profile measurements for confinement studies. Furthermore, the emission measurements
on CDX-U and then on NSTX are necessary steps for the serious consideration of EBW
heating and current drive. The high absorptivity of EBW allows for the consideration of

electron temperature measurement, electron heating, and current drive on modest

magnetized plasmas (~ 210’1 cm-3 and T. 21 eV).

*Work supported by DOE contract No. DE-AC02-76-CH-03073.
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